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Abstract. The aim of this study was to evaluate the diagnostic capabilities of a laser fluorescence tool DIAGNOdent (KaVo, Biberach, Germany) and two light-emitting diode fluorescence tools—Spectra Caries Detection Aid (AIR TECHNIQUES, Melville, NY), and SOPROLIFE light-induced fluorescence evaluator in daylight and blue fluorescence mode (SOPRO, ACTEON Group, La Ciotat, France)—in comparison to the caries detection and assessment system (ICDAS-II) in detection of caries lesions. In 100 subjects (age 23.4 ± 10.6 years), 433 posterior permanent unrestored teeth were examined. On the occlusal surfaces, up to 1066 data points for each assessment method were available for statistical evaluation, including 1034 ICDAS scores (intra-examiner kappa = 0.884). For the SOPROLIFE tool, a new caries-scoring system was developed. Per assessment tool each average score for one given ICDAS code was significantly different from the one for another ICDAS code. Normalized data linear regression revealed that both SOPROLIFE assessment tools allowed for best caries score discrimination followed by DIAGNOdent and Spectra Caries Detection Aid. The area under the receiver operating characteristics curve calculations showed the same grading sequence when cutoff point ICDAS codes 0-1-2 were grouped together. Sensitivity and specificity values at the same cutoff were calculated (DIAGNOdent 87/66, Spectra Caries Detection Aid 93/37, SOPROLIFE 93/63, SOPROLIFE blue fluorescence 95/55.) © 2012 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE). [DOI: 10.1117/1.JBO.17.3.036006]
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1 Introduction

Current commonly used caries detection methods in the United States include visual inspection, tactile use of the explorer, and radiographs. Studies in Europe have shown that the explorer is only correct less than 50% of the time.1 Radiographs are good for interproximal caries, but ineffective in detecting occlusal caries before it is well into the dentin due to the amount of sound tissue attenuating the beam.2 By the time an occlusal caries lesion is detectable radiographically, it is too large to be remineralized. If carious lesions are detected early enough, intervention methods, such as fluoride application, sealants, preventive resin restorations, laser treatment, and antibacterial therapy, can be applied to reverse the caries process.2

To successfully apply Caries Management by Risk Assessment (CAMBRA)3–9 the correct diagnosis of the demineralization status (caries level) of the tooth is required. In its early stage, caries detection and diagnosis remain difficult.

Visual inspection can be subjective based on clinician experience and training. Standardized visual inspection systems should be adopted to avoid inconsistencies amongst diagnoses from different dentists. The International Caries Detection and Assessment System (ICDAS) provides a standardized method of lesion detection and assessment, leading to caries diagnosis.10

Longitudinal monitoring of lesions has been difficult due to the lack of appropriate diagnostic techniques, i.e., techniques with high sensitivity and specificity that accurately reflect the slow lesion progression. The aim is to arrest or reverse the disease process and to intervene before operative restorative dentistry is needed.

All methods for detection and quantification of dental caries require certain conditions: they have to meet all safety regulations; detect early shallow lesions; differentiate between shallow and deep lesions; give a low proportion of false positive readings; present data in a quantitative form so that activity can be monitored; be precise so that measurements can be repeated by several operators; be cost-effective and user-friendly.

There are several novel early caries detection methods of which some are commercially available. Fiber-optic transillumination (FOTI) is a technique that uses light transmission through the tooth11–13 and has been available on the market for more than 40 years. A recently marketed method based upon the same principles as FOTI is the digitized DIFOTI method. The images can be stored for later retrieval and comparative examination. Only limited research has so far been performed.14–16

Fluorescence is a property of some manmade and natural materials that absorb energy at certain wavelengths and emit light at longer wavelengths. Several caries detection methods engage fluorescence. When a caries lesion in enamel and dentin...
is illuminated with, for instance, red laser light (655 nm), organic molecules that have penetrated porous regions of the tooth, especially metabolites from oral bacteria, will create an infrared (IR) fluorescence. The enamel is essentially transparent to red light. The IR fluorescence is believed to originate from porphyrins and related compounds from oral bacteria.17–20

In case of the DIAGNOdent tool (KaVo) the emitted light is channeled through the handpiece to a detector and presented to the operator as a digital number. A higher number indicates more fluorescence and by inference a more extensive lesion below the surface. The system has shown good performance and reproducibility for detection and quantification of occlusal and smooth surface carious lesions in in vitro studies,37,38 but with somewhat more contradictory results in vivo, both in the primary and permanent dentition.23–29 It has also been tried for longitudinal monitoring of the caries process and for assessing the outcome of preventive interventions.30

The phenomenon of tooth auto fluorescence has long since been suggested to be useful as a tool for the detection of dental caries.31 An increased porosity due to a subsurface enamel lesion, occupied by water, scatters the light either as it enters the tooth or as the fluorescence is emitted, resulting in a loss of its natural fluorescence. Consequently the demineralized area appears opaque. The strong light scattering in the lesion leads to shorter light path than in sound enamel, and the fluorescence becomes weaker. The quantitative light-induced fluorescence (QLF) method that recently came on the market (Inspektor™ Pro) in several countries can readily detect lesions to a depth of approximately 500 μm on smooth and occlusal enamel surfaces. The QLF method has been tested in several in vitro,32–34 in situ,35 and in vivo36–41 studies for smooth surface caries lesions. The possibility of adapting the QLF method for occlusal caries diagnosis is under investigation.42

The Spectra Caries Detection Aid system aids in the detection of caries using fluorescence technology light-emitting diodes (LED) projecting high-energy light onto the tooth surface causing cariogenic bacteria to fluoresce red and healthy enamel green.

The SOPROLIFE system is thought to combine the advantages of a visual inspection method (high specificity) with a high-magnification oral camera and a laser fluorescence device (high reproducibility and discrimination). This technique is based on the light-induced fluorescence evaluator, diagnostic and treatment (LIFE DT) concept.43,44

The electronic caries measurement (ECM) technique is centered on the theory that sound dental hard tissue, especially the enamel, shows high electrical resistance or impedance. Demineralized enamel becomes porous, and the pores fill with saliva, water, microorganisms, etc. The more demineralized the tissue, the lower the resistance becomes. Site-specific measurements have been evaluated in a number of in vitro studies35–42 and in vivo studies.43–51 Surface-specific electrical conductance measurements have been investigated under in vitro conditions,51 which showed moderate sensitivity and specificity.

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a nonionizing imaging technique that can produce cross-section images of biologic tissues such as ocular, intravascular, gastrointestinal, epidermal, soft oral tissues, and teeth.32–35 OCT can produce two- or three-dimensional images of demineralized regions in dental enamel. When a tooth with a carious lesion is illuminated with infrared light at 1310 nm, OCT technology can produce a quantitative image of the subsurface lesion to the full depth of the enamel.37,52 Polarized sensitive OCT (PS-OCT) can be correlated with the degree of demineralization and lesion severity.53,54 A potential utility for the system is monitoring in vivo caries lesion changes.

Up to now all available caries diagnostic tools have limitations due to low sensitivity, specificity, or usefulness. The aim of the study presented here was to evaluate the diagnostic capabilities of three successfully marketed caries lesion detection tools—a laser fluorescence tool (DIAGNOdent) and two LED fluorescence tools (Spectra Caries Detection Aid system and SOPROLIFE daylight and blue fluorescence tool)—in comparison to the ICDAS II system in detection of caries lesions.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Study Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria

Approval for the study was obtained from the Committee on Human Research at UCSF (IRB approval number: 10–01869). Prior to enrollment of each subject into the study, an independent dental examiner, not otherwise involved in the study, conducted a clinical examination to assess caries status and to determine an appropriate treatment plan (treatment decisions will not be reported in this paper). An intraoral exam, review of intraoral radiographs, medical history, and definitive dental history were also completed.

Inclusion criteria to be eligible for the study were a subject age of 13 years and older, having no occlusal restorations and fissure sealants on at least one molar or bicuspid, and having at least one untreated molar or bicuspid surface presenting an ICDAS II score zero to five (one tooth with ICDAS II score six was included).

Subjects had to be healthy and willing to sign the “Authorization for Release of Personal Health Information and Use of Personally Unidentified Study Data for Research” form. There were no gender restrictions.

Subjects were excluded from the study if they were suffering from systemic diseases, had a significant past or medical history with conditions that may affect oral health (i.e., diabetes, HIV, heart conditions that require antibiotic prophylaxis), or were taking medications that may affect the oral flora (e.g., antibiotic use in the past three months).

Subjects who met the selection criteria were asked to provide verbal/written assent/consent themselves and/or their parent/guardian.

One hundred subjects were recruited for the study, comprising 58 females and 42 males with an average age of 23.4 ± 10.6 years, ranging from 13.0 to 58.3 years. Fifty percent of the subjects were aged 13 to 20, 28% were 21 to 30, and 22% were 31 to 60 years old. Figure 1 demonstrates the age distribution.

In the 100 enrolled subjects, 433 posterior teeth were examined, including 90 bicuspids and 343 molars. On each tooth, if a score could be given up to five fissure areas were separately evaluated per tooth, comprising the mesial, central, and distal parts of the fissure as well as lingual and buccal fissure areas.

2.2 Tooth Cleaning

Before evaluating the occlusal surfaces, the 433 teeth were cleaned with a sodium-bicarbonate powder-cleaning tool (Air Max air-polisher with ProphyPen; SATELEC, ACTEON Group, Merignac, France) for five to 10 sec per tooth and then carefully rinsed to remove the powder remnants from...
Fig. 1 Age distribution of 100 subjects: 50 subjects were 13 to 20 years old; 28 subjects were 21 to 30 years; 14 subjects were 31 to 40 years; four subjects were 41 to 50 years; and four subjects were 51 to 60 years old.

the fissure with an air-water spray. Cotton roles were placed and the occlusal surface was shortly air-dried (three seconds per tooth) immediately before performing an assessment.

2.3 Caries Lesion Assessment
In this study five different caries assessments were performed. The applied various lesion assessment methods and number of scores given per tool were as follows:

2.3.1 Visual examination and assessment using ICDAS II criteria
The ICDAS II provides a standardized method of lesion detection and assessment, leading to caries diagnosis. ICDAS II assigns scores to lesions based on apparent caries status and lesion severity of plaque-free teeth when visualized wet and when air-dried.

Of particular interest to this study were the coronal primary caries detection criteria. The two examiners (DC, PR) were blinded to each other’s evaluation results. After independently scoring for ICDAS II, the examiners discussed their findings and agreed on one ICDAS II score per different areas of the tooth. A total of 1034 ICDAS II scores were agreed on for all 433 examined teeth.

2.3.2 Bitewing digital radiographs
On 176 available digital bitewing radiographs (Kodak 2200 Intraoral x-ray system, dental x-ray position indicating device, Kodak RVG 6100 Digital Radiography System by Kodak Dental System, Carestream Health, Atlanta, GA; image storage on Dell Optiplex 755, Dell, Round Rock, TX), a total of 519 areas could be evaluated. Evaluated areas on the x-rays were the mesial and distal approximal and the occlusal areas. Noted was no caries, caries up to 50% in enamel in direction to the dentin enamel junction (DEJ), caries deeper than 50% to the DEJ, caries in dentin up to 50% into dentin (halfway to the pulp), and deeper than 50% into dentin.

2.3.3 DIAGNOdent laser fluorescence
The DIAGNOdent Classic tool (KaVo, Biberach, Germany) emits a red laser light (wavelength 655 nm) and measures the returning fluorescence in the spectral region >680 nm wavelength. Before assessing a new subject the tool was calibrated according to manufacturer’s instruction.

The highest score per evaluated fissure area was noted (scores ranged from zero to 99). About 1041 DIAGNOdent scores were registered from the 433 occlusal surfaces (DC and PR agreed-on scores).

2.3.4 Spectra Caries Detection Aid
The Spectra Caries Detection Aid system uses six blue-violet LEDs emitting at 405-nm wavelength to produce fluorescence pictures. The fluorescence from the tooth is collected by a camera system. Depending on the fluorescence intensity, an on-screen color and a number scale are assigned by the system (Spectra Visix score). The displayed colors are green, blue, red, orange, and yellow; the displayed numbers range from 1.0 (blue) to >3.0 (yellow); the numbers collected in the study ranged from 1 to 3.9; no number given by the system for an examined fissure was scored as zero. A 10-mm distance spacer and the Spectra handpiece disposable camera covers were used (both AIR TECHNIQUES). To collect and store the images and Spectra Visix scores the Visix imaging software was used. A HP 620 Notebook (HP, Palo Alto, CA; Windows 7, Microsoft Redmond, WA) was used to collect the data. A total of 1039 Spectra Visix scores were noted for the 433 occlusal surfaces.

2.3.5 SOPROLIFE light induced fluorescence evaluator
The SOPROLIFE light induced fluorescence evaluator system operates in daylight and in blue fluorescence mode. In the daylight mode, the system uses four white LEDs; in the fluorescence mode it uses four blue LEDs emitting a wavelength of 450 nm. The handpiece allows for collecting pictures at different distances to a tooth resulting in different magnifications (from lowest to highest magnification: extra-oral, intra-oral, LIFE, macro preset position). In this study the system was used in the LIFE magnification mode with daylight or fluorescence detection mode I—diagnosis aid mode—utilizing the disposable intraoral protection sheets and the intraoral tip. The images were recorded with the SOPRO IMAGING software. A HP 620 Notebook was used to collect the data.

At total of 1066 SOPROLIFE daylight mode scores and 1064 SOPROLIFE blue fluorescence mode scores were assigned to the 433 occlusal surfaces. The newly developed scoring system will be explained in the result section.

2.4 Statistical Analyses
The data were analyzed by multiple statistical methods (One-way ANOVA, Newman-Keuls multiple comparison test, linear regression analysis, area under the receiver operating characteristics (AROC), sensitivity and specificity calculations with regards to cutoff points) to compare results from the laser fluorescence device (DIAGNOdent), the SOPROLIFE daylight and fluorescence mode evaluation, the Spectra Caries Detection Aid system, with the visual inspection method (ICDAS II) and digital bitewing x-rays.

The inter-examiner reliability (DC, PR) for the ICDAS II scoring was assessed with a kappa = 0.884, SE of kappa = 0.017, 95% confidence interval from 0.851 to 0.917, 571 observations. The strength of agreement is considered to be “very good.” The weighted Kappa was calculated at
kappa = 0.905 using linear weighting. Assessed this way, the strength of agreement is considered to be “very good.”

3 Results
All results from caries assessment tool will first be presented separately. Then the relationship between ICDAS II scores and all findings will be described in terms of average score of the tool per ICDAS II code, followed by linear regression fits. Last, area under the receiver operating characteristics curves for overall sensitivity of each detection tool and sensitivity and specificity calculations will be presented.

3.1 Evaluated Scores

3.1.1 ICDAS II scores distribution
On the occlusal surfaces of the 433 evaluated teeth, 110 areas in pits and fissures were scored as sound (code 0). ICDAS II code 1 was given for 450 spots and code 2 for 314 lesions, presenting a total of 764 precavitated lesions. Early cavitation with first visual enamel breakdown—ICDAS code 3—was diagnosed in 107 cases, more progressed carious lesions with code 4 as well as code 5 were each noted 26 times. (One lesion scored with an ICDAS II code 6 was included into the code 5 group when averages were performed; when not, it was left separately [see figure axis].) Figure 2 shows the distribution of ICDAS II score.

3.1.2 Digital bitewing radiographs
On 176 available bitewings, 519 areas were evaluated; 491 of those 519 evaluated areas showed no radiographically detectable caries. Twelve lesions located in the approximal areas in enamel extended less than 50% to the DEJ, one lesion extended further than 50% to the DEJ. Three lesions reached 50% into dentin (two approximal, two occlusal), and 12 reached deeper than 50% into dentin halfway to the pulp (three approximal lesions, nine occlusal areas).

3.1.3 DIAGNOdent laser fluorescence
On the occlusal surfaces of the 433 evaluated teeth in 1041 pits and fissure areas, DIAGNOdent evaluations were performed. Measured values ranged from zero to 99. In the majority of cases (424) values between zero and 10 were recorded, followed by 291 measured spots with values between 11 and 20. The remaining 326 measurements covered values between 21 and 99, including 31 areas with a DIAGNOdent value of 99. Figure 3 shows grouping and the detailed distribution of DIAGNOdent scores.

3.1.4 Spectra Caries Detection Aid system
A total of 1039 Spectra Visix scores was noted. A Spectra Visix value of 0 (no value depicted by the Spectra System) was observed 114 times. Values between 1.0 and 1.9 were 739 times displayed, 172 times a value of 2.0 to 2.9 was registered, and 14 times a value between 3.0 and 3.9 was shown with 3.9 as the highest value measured. The Spectra Visix score distribution is depicted in Fig. 4.

3.1.5 SOPROLIFE scores for occlusal fissure areas
From each evaluated tooth, SOPROLIFE daylight and SOPRO-LIFE blue fluorescence pictures were picked, evaluated for sharpness, and then a categorization was attempted. SOPRO-LIFE daylight and SOPROLIFE fluorescence pictures for occlusal fissure areas could both be categorized into six different groups each—code 0 to code 5. The categorization followed appearance criteria of the lesion and was performed independently from the registered ICDAS II code. The categorization was led by the idea that width of a lesion related to the confines...
of fissures, difference in color, and intensity of the registered color expressions as well as roughness of the enamel structure, break in enamel with first enamel loss, and finally visible dentin would go along with the progression of a caries lesion. Thus precavitated and cavitated lesions and their development levels were categorized.

**SOPROLIFE daylight mode score description and examples.** When evaluating occlusal fissure areas in SOPROLIFE daylight mode, code 0 was given for sound enamel with no changes in the fissure area [Figs. 5(a) and 5(b)]. Code 1 was selected if the center of the fissure showed whitish or slightly yellowish change in the enamel. In code 1 change is limited to part or all of the base of the pit and fissure system [Figs. 6(a)–6(c)]. For a code 2 the whitish change extends the base of the pit and fissure system and comes up the slopes (walls) of the fissure system toward the cusps. The change is wider than the confines of the fissure and can be seen in part of or all the pit and fissure system. No enamel breakdown is visible [Figs. 7(a)–7(c)]. Code 3 describes fissures with rough and slightly open areas depicting a beginning slight enamel breakdown. Changes are confined to the fissure and do not need to come up the slopes. There are no visual signs of dentin involvement [Figs. 8(a)–8(c)]. In code 4 the caries process is not confined to the fissure width anymore and presents itself much wider than the fissure; the due to caries changed areas have a “mother-of-pearl” glossy appearance [Figs. 9(a)–9(c)]. If there is obvious enamel breakdown with visible dentin code 5 was given [Figs. 10(a)–10(c)]. Table 1 summarizes the observed changes and the corresponding codes for the SOPROLIFE daylight mode.

**SOPROLIFE blue fluorescence mode score description and examples.** When evaluating occlusal fissure areas in SOPROLIFE blue fluorescence mode, code 0 was given when the fissure appears shiny green, the enamel appears sound, and there are no visible changes [Fig. 11(a)]. Rarely a graphite-pencil-colored thin shine/line can be observed [Fig. 11(b)]. Code 1 was selected if a tiny, thin red shimmer in the pits and fissure system is observed, which can slightly come up the slopes (walls). No red dots are visible [Figs. 12(a) and 12(b)]. At code 2, in addition to the tiny, thin red...
shimmer in pits and fissures possibly coming up the slopes, darker red spots confined to the fissure are visible [Figs. 13(a) and 13(b)]. For code 3 dark red spots have extended as lines into the fissure areas but are still confined to the fissures. A slight beginning roughness of the more lined red areas can be visible [Figs. 14(a) and 14(b)]. If the dark red (or red-orange) extends wider than the confines of the fissures, a code 4 was given [Figs. 15(a) and 15(b)]. Surface roughness occurs, possibly grey and/or rough grey zone are visible [Figs. 15(c) and 15(d)]. Code 5 was selected if obvious openings of enamel were seen with visible dentin [Figs. 16(a) and 16(b)]. Table 2 summarizes the observed changes and the corresponding scores for the SOPROLIFE blue fluorescence mode.

Results SOPROLIFE daylight mode. 1066 SOPROLIFE daylight mode scores were assigned to the occlusal surfaces of the 433 study teeth using the newly developed scoring system. The SOPROLIFE daylight scores were assigned evaluating the stored SOPROLIFE pictures from each subject on a MacBookPro 17-inch-screen laptop.

Table 1 SOPROLIFE daylight codes for coronal caries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Sound, no visible change in the fissure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Center of the fissure showing whitish, slightly yellowish change in enamel, limited to part or all of the base of the pit and fissure system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Whitish change comes up the slopes (walls) toward the cusps; the change is wider than the confines of the fissure, seen in part or all the pit and fissure system, no enamel breakdown is visible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Fissure enamel is rough and slightly open with beginning slight enamel breakdown; changes are confined to the fissure and do not need to come up the slopes, no visual signs of dentinal involvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Caries process is not confined to the fissure width; presents itself much wider than the fissure; changed area has a “mother-of-pearl” glossy appearance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Enamel breakdown with visible open dentin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 9 (a), (b), and (c) SOPROLIFE daylight code 4; caries process is not confined to the fissure width; presents itself much wider than the fissure; changed area has a “mother-of-pearl” glossy appearance.

Fig. 11 (a) and (b) SOPROLIFE blue fluorescence code 0; no visible change in enamel (rarely a graphite pencil colored thin shine can be observed—blue arrow mark).

Fig. 12 (a) and (b) SOPROLIFE blue fluorescence code 1; tiny, thin red shimmer in the pits and fissure system can come up the slopes, no red dots visible; arrows mark tiny, thin red shimmer.

Fig. 13 (a) and (b) SOPROLIFE blue fluorescence code 2; in addition to tiny, thin red shimmer in pits and fissures possibly coming up the slopes, darker red spots confined to the fissure are visible; no surface roughness; arrows mark dark red spots.
142 pits and fissure areas were scored as score zero, 436 as score 1, 165 as score 2, 138 as score 3, 96 as score 4, and 89 as score 5 (Fig. 17).

Results **SOPROLIFE blue fluorescence mode.** 1064 SOPROLIFE fluorescence mode scores were assigned to the occlusal surfaces of the study teeth with the newly developed scoring system. The SOPROLIFE blue fluorescence pictures were also scored on a MacBookPro 17-inch screen. As depicted by Fig. 18, 242 times score zero was given, 263 times score 1 was assigned, 224 times score 2, 133 times score 3, 121 times score 4, and 81 times score 5 was given by the two independent examiners.

### 3.2 Relationship Between ICDAS II and Other Caries Assessment Scores

The following calculations and graphs demonstrate the score distribution of the different caries assessment tools in relation to the ICDAS II score.

#### 3.2.1 Relationship between ICDAS II and DIAGNOdent values

Figure 19 shows the average registered DIAGNOdent values per each ICDAS II score. ICDAS II scores 0 for “sound” receives an average DIAGNOdent value of 6 ± 4 (mean ± SD); scores one and two—precavitated lesions—showed DIAGNOdent values of 13 ± 12 and 22 ± 18, respectively. Cavitated lesions—ICDAS II score three and five—demonstrated average

---

**Table 2** SOPROLIFE blue fluorescence codes for coronal caries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Sound, no visible change in enamel (rarely a graphite-pencil-colored thin shine/line can be observed) shiny green fissure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Tiny, thin red shimmer in the pits and fissure system, can come up the slopes, no red dots visible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>In addition to tiny, thin red shimmer in pits and fissures possibly coming up the slopes darker red spots confined to the fissure are visible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Dark red extended areas confined to the fissures; slight beginning roughness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Dark red or orange areas wider than fissures; surface roughness occurs, possibly grey or rough grey zone visible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Obvious wide openings with visible dentin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DIAGNOdent values of 41 ± 25 and 77 ± 29, respectively. ICDAS II code 4 shows with 43 ± 32, a similar average value as code 3.

The one-way ANOVA test with Newman-Keuls Multiple Comparison Test revealed that all average DIAGNOdent values for ICDAS II 0, 1, 2, 3, and 5 were statistically significant different from each other with a \( P < 0.001 \). Only the average DIAGNOdent values comparing ICDAS II score 3 to 4 were not statistically significant different.

### 3.2.2 ICDAS II and Caries Detection Aid system Spectra Visix values

Figure 20 demonstrates the distribution of the average Spectra Visix values per ICDAS II score. ICDAS II score 0 shows an average Spectra Visix value of 0.7 ± 0.7 (mean ± SD). ICDAS II score 1 and 2 demonstrate average Spectra Visix values of 1.3 ± 0.6 and 1.6 ± 0.5, respectively. Occlusal surfaces with an ICDAS II score 4 show average values of 2.0 ± 0.6, and ICDAS II score 5 pits and fissures demonstrate a Spectra Visix value of 2.6 ± 0.6.

Spectra Visix average values are significantly different from each other for ICDAS II score 0, 1, 3, and 5 with \( P < 0.001 \), and for score 2 and 4 with \( P < 0.05 \). Spectra Visix scores for ICDAS II score 3 do not statistically significant differ from those given for ICDAS II score 4.

### 3.2.3 Relationship between ICDAS II and SOPROLIFE daylight scores

Figure 21 demonstrates the different ICDAS II scores and the corresponding distribution of the assigned SOPROLIFE daylight scores. For surfaces, which were scored with ICDAS II code 0—“sound”—a SOPROLIFE daylight average score of 0.47 ± 0.6 (mean ± standard deviation) was given. For precavitated lesions—ICDAS II code 1 and 2—a SOPROLIFE daylight average score of 1.4 ± 1.1 and 2.1 ± 1.2, respectively, was given.

More severe caries lesions (cavitated) received significant higher scores. An ICDAS II score 3—first visible breakdown of enamel—received a 3.5 ± 1.3 SOPROLIFE daylight score and a carious lesion with visible dentin exposure was scored with an average 4.9 ± 0.4 SOPROLIFE daylight score. The one-way ANOVA test with Newman-Keuls multiple comparison test revealed that all mean SOPROLIFE daylight scores for ICDAS 0, 1, 2, 3, and 5 were statistically significant different from each other with a \( P < 0.001 \). The average SOPROLIFE daylight score for ICDAS II score 4 (3.9 ± 1.4) was not significantly different from the average for ICDAS score 3 but still significantly different from the average given for ICDAS II score 5 (\( P < 0.01 \)).

### 3.2.4 Relationship between ICDAS II and SOPROLIFE blue fluorescence scores

Figure 22 demonstrates the different ICDAS II scores and the corresponding distribution of the assigned SOPROLIFE blue fluorescence scores. The distribution patterns are very close
to the above-described patterns for the average SOPROLIFE daylight scores. The average SOPROLIFE blue fluorescence scores differed minimally or not at all from the SOPROLIFE daylight average scores for the different ICDAS II score groups.

An ICDAS II score 0 received an average SOPROLIFE blue fluorescence score of 0.35 ± 0.5 (mean ± standard deviation)—slightly lower than the SOPROLIFE daylight score (lower by 0.13). For precavitated lesions—ICDAS II score 1 and 2—the SOPROLIFE blue fluorescence scores of 1.5 ± 1.2 and 2.0 ± 1.4, respectively, were given. The average SOPROLIFE blue fluorescence score for ICDAS II score 3 lesions was 3.6 ± 1.1. Caries lesions with visible dentin exposure (ICDAS II score 5) were scored with an average 4.8 ± 0.5 score. Again, the one-way ANOVA test with Newman-Keuls Multiple Comparison Test revealed that all mean SOPROLIFE blue fluorescence scores for ICDAS 0, 1, 2, 3, and 5 were statistically significant different from each other with a value of \( P < 0.001 \).

Similar to the SOPROLIFE daylight scores the average SOPROLIFE blue fluorescence score for ICDAS II score 4 (3.8 ± 1.4) was not significantly different from the average for ICDAS score 3 but still significantly different from the average given for ICDAS II score 5 (\( P < 0.01 \)).

### 3.3 Linear Regression Fits for Caries Assessment Tools in Relation to ICDAS II Scores

To evaluate for each assessment method the discrimination between two different scores of a system, regression curves were calculated for each caries assessment tool.

The following graph (Fig. 23) combines the linear regression fit for all four assessment tools—DIAGNOdent, SOPROLIFE daylight and blue fluorescence, and Spectra Caries Detection Aid—in relation to the ICDAS scores in one plot. In order to produce this overview, data had to be normalized to achieve a y-axis value range between 0 and 5 (DIAGNOdent values were adjusted with a factor of 0.04; the other values were not adjusted).

The slopes of the regression lines for all tools are significantly nonzero (SOPROLIFE daylight \( P < 0.0001 \) and blue fluorescence \( P = 0.0002 \), DIAGNOdent \( P = 0.0022 \), Spectra Caries Detection Aid \( P = 0.0010 \)). The slopes of the regression lines are the highest/steepest for both SOPROLIFE assessment methods, followed by DIAGNOdent and Spectra Caries Detection Aid. The slopes of the regression lines are 0.8809 for SOPROLIFE daylight (±0.04984) and SOPROLIFE blue fluorescence (±0.06866), 0.6600 (±0.09479) for DIAGNOdent, and 0.3357 (±0.03849) for Spectra Caries Detection Aid.

The goodness of fit for SOPROLIFE daylight was \( \rho^2 = 0.9874 \), for SOPROLIFE blue fluorescence 0.9763, for DIAGNOdent 0.9238 and for Spectra Visix 0.9501.

### 3.4 Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristics Curves

To quantify the overall ability of the different applied caries detection tools to discriminate between those individuals with the disease and those without the disease, we have looked at different ICDAS scores and grouping of ICDAS scores to evaluate the area under the receiver operating characteristics curves (AROC) for DIAGNOdent, SOPROLIFE blue fluorescence, and Spectra Caries Detection Aid.

In the past, caries lesions have typically only been defined as “cavity,” thus our basic approach was to sum all ICDAS values corresponding to no or precavitated lesions together as “healthy” and compare them to the remaining “disease” scores. Thus in the following calculations the values for the different detection tools related to the ICDAS II codes 0, 1, and 2 are placed into one group to represent healthy conditions. Values defined by ICDAS code 3 (first visible enamel breakdown) and higher will be grouped together to represent carious lesions.

In a second approach, values derived only from ICDAS II code 0 locations were compared to all other values. Furthermore, values originated from ICDAS II scores 0 and 1 were summed together in one group as healthy. None of those additional approaches delivered superior results over placing values from ICDAS code 0, 1, and 2 locations into one group. Thus we will only present ROC curves for values originated from summing ICDAS II score 0, 1, and 2 together in one group (ICDAS 0-1-2).

The area under the ROC curve was interpreted by using the following classification: 0.60 to 0.75 = fair; 0.75 to 0.90 = good; 0.90 to 0.97 = very good; and 0.97 to 1.00 = excellent.

The highest area under the ROC curve value, thus the highest overall ability to discriminate between “carious” and “noncarious,” is achieved for the SOPROLIFE blue fluorescence tool with \( \text{AROC} = 0.8854 \pm 0.01400 \) (SE), and a 95% confidence interval of 0.8580 to 0.9128 and a \( P \) value <0.0001 (Fig. 24). This is followed by the SOPROLIFE daylight assessment with an area under the curve value of 0.8779 ± 0.01505.

---

**Fig. 23** Linear regression fit for SOPROLIFE daylight and blue fluorescence, DIAGNOdent and Spectra Visix values in respect to ICDAS II scores, all data are normalized.

**Fig. 24** AROC curve for SOPROLIFE blue fluorescence is 0.8854 ± 0.01400 (SE), 0.8580 to 0.9128 (95% confidence interval) with a \( P \) value <0.0001.
For the DIAGNOdent tool, the area under the ROC curve was slightly smaller with 0.8700 /C6 0.01410 (Fig. 25). The Spectra Visix receives the smallest area under the ROC curve with 0.8186 ± 0.01939 (Fig. 26). Table 3 shows additionally confidence intervals and P values for all diagnostic methods.

Using the grouping of ICDAS II code 0-1-2 as “healthy” results in the highest area under the ROC value for the all four diagnostic methods. All methods received an area under the curve value, which is regarded as a “good” overall sensitivity of the diagnostic method.61

![Fig. 25 AROC curve for the DIAGNOdent is 0.8700 (SE), 0.8423 to 0.8976 (95% confidence interval), with a P value <0.0001.](image1)

![Fig. 26 AROC curve for Spectra Visix is 0.8186 ± 0.01939 (SE), 0.7806 to 0.8566 (95% confidence interval) with a P value <0.0001.](image2)

### 3.5 Sensitivity and Specificity of Caries Assessment Tools at Different ICDAS Cutoff Points

In a next step, sensitivity and specificity of all four caries detection systems were calculated. As cutoff point, the corresponding value for ICDAS grouping of score 0, 1, and 2 together as healthy and noncavitated lesions was chosen (Figs. 27–29). Table 4 shows in addition to the average scores (mean ± standard deviation) for each diagnostic method for the grouping of code 1, 2, and 3 together as overview the average values for ICDAS code 1, 2, and 3, separately. If the value for grouping ICDAS code 0, 1, and 2 is chosen as cutoff point for the sensitivity calculation, the average value for DIAGNOdent is 15.5 with a corresponding sensitivity of 87% and a specificity of 66%. With the same ICDAS cutoff, Spectra Caries Detection Aid at its corresponding cutoff value of 1.3 achieves a sensitivity of 92%, but the specificity is only 37%. SOPROLIFE in daylight mode with an equivalent cutoff value of 1.54 presents a sensitivity of 93% and specificity of 63%, while SOPROLIFE blue fluorescence with cutoff value of 1.52 shows a sensitivity of 95%, but the specificity is down to 55%. Table 5 summarizes the specific tool cutoff values for grouping ICDAS 0 with 1 and 2 as “healthy,” the sensitivity and specificity at this cutoff, confidence intervals, and likelihood ratio.

### 4 Discussion

Over the years diverse caries detection systems have been used, all of them using different definitions and description terms; consequently communication across different dental fields has been difficult. The visual method known as the International Caries Detection and Assessment System II (ICDAS II) has been developed with the purpose of bridging the gap of communication between fields of dental epidemiology, clinical caries research, and clinical caries management.10 ICDAS criteria are based on enamel properties of translucency and microporosity. With numerous demineralization events, the microporosity of enamel subsurface increases, which leads to changes in its refractive index. The first sign of carious alteration is a change in translucency and light refraction of the enamel surface. If demineralization is allowed to continue, the enamel microporosity increases, which then leads to further decrease in the refractive index of enamel.62

Ekstrand et al.46,63,64 validated ICDAS by demonstrating an association between the severity of caries lesions (as described by ICDAS codes) and the lesions’ histological depth. Other authors have confirmed a close relationship between ICDAS scoring, and the histological depth of the caries lesion especially in precavitated but also in slightly cavitated stages.65,66 These
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studies again endorsed a relationship between the visual topography at surface level and the histological lesion depth. ICDAS II code and relation to histological lesion depth has been reported as: code 1, lesion depth in pits/fissures was 90% in the outer enamel with only 10% into dentin; code 2, lesion depth was 50% into the inner enamel and 50% into the outer 1/3 dentin; code 3, lesion depth was 77% in dentin; code 4, lesion depth was 50% into the inner enamel with only 10% into dentin; code 2, lesion depth was 77% in dentin; code 3, lesion depth was 50% into the inner enamel and 50% into the outer 1/3 dentin; code 5, lesion depth was 100% into the outer enamel with only 10% into dentin.65

Due to the validated relationship between ICDAS codes and the histological depth of a carious lesion, ICDAS II was used as “gold standard” in the present study. ICDAS II ratings were compared to four other caries assessment tools, including DIAGNOdent, SOPROLIFE daylight and blue fluorescence, and Spectra Caries Detection Aid. Digital bitewings are not discussed further here since they only showed occlusal lesions in nine cases, therefore not detecting occlusal lesions in the bulk of the teeth examined and were only successful in detecting approximal lesions.

In this study 433 posterior teeth in 100 subjects were examined and up to 1066 data points for each assessment method were available for statistical evaluation. Using 1066 SOPROLIFE daylight and 1064 blue fluorescence areas of interest led to the development of a new SOPROLIFE daylight and blue fluorescence scoring system with six distinct codes for each detection mode. Developing those codes enabled us to compare the diagnostic abilities of the SOPROLIFE system with ICDAS II as well as the other caries assessment tools.

Examining the relationship between the ICDAS II scores and the scores derived from the different assessment tools revealed that for each ICDAS II code, each diagnostic tool provides a distinct average score. Per assessment tool each average score for one given ICDAS II code was significantly different from the one for another ICDAS II code. Interestingly, for all tools there was a difference in average values for ICDAS II code 3 versus code 4 with the average for code 4 higher, but that difference was not statistically significant. One explanation could be that only 25 lesions were scored with ICDAS II code 4.

DIAGNOdent as a spot fluorescence measurement tool has been previously discussed for its clinical validity.25–28 The discussion about an appropriate cutoff point to determine an operative intervention (filling) is ongoing.67–71 The company recommends a cutoff point between 15 and 30 depending on caries risk. Eakle et al. recommended as cutoff point a DIAGNOdent value of 25 to 30.72 If an ICDAS code 3—first visualized breakdown of enamel—is considered as reason for an operative intervention, according to our study the equivalent DIAGNOdent value is located around 40, while for code 2 it is around 22.

ICDAS II code 0—“sound”—accumulated a very low SOPROLIFE daylight average score of 0.47 ± 0.6 (mean ± standard deviation). Noncavitated lesions (ICDAS II code 1 and 2, respectively) provided significantly higher SOPROLIFE daylight scores of 1.4 ± 1.1 and 2.1 ± 1.2, respectively. More severe, already slightly cavitated caries lesions with first visible enamel breakdown (ICDAS II code 3) received significant higher scores with 3.5 ± 1.3, and when even dentin was visibly exposed (ICDAS II code 5) the SOPROLIFE daylight climbed to 4.9 ± 0.4 score. For SOPROLIFE blue fluorescence the distribution pattern as well as the values for average scores were similar and close to the SOPROLIFE daylight assessments.

The absolute value differences between those average scores are high enough to allow the conclusion that the difference between each code is not only statistically but clinically significant. Thus the new SOPROLIFE daylight and blue fluorescence codes can serve as a distinct classification for sound, precavitated and cavitated caries lesions allowing the prediction of the histological depth of caries lesions.

Last, when comparing average Spectra Visix values for each ICDAS II code, the differences in values for each ICDAS II code are statistically significant, but the absolute value differences are relatively small. Those small differences in value for each lesion...
class might not be clinically significant to help in differentiating between sound, precavitated or cavitated lesions.

The linear regression fits for caries assessment tools in relation to average ICDAS II scores revealed that for all different caries assessment tools all line fits were significantly nonzero. In other words with a known value on the y-axis, a distinct value on the y-axis can be calculated. The slope of the line determines the discrimination. On a flat curve two different values on the y-axis are not easy to discriminate. In contrast, on a steep curve the difference between two values on the y-axis is much higher and thus easier to discriminate. The goodness of fit \( r^2 \) was very high for all linear regression fit calculations.

Using normalized data the linear regression fit for all caries assessment tools revealed that both SOPROLIFE caries assessment tools present the highest slope values of all, demonstrating the steepest slope with 0.8809. The slope for the DIAGNOdent linear regression fit is lower with 0.6600, while the Spectra Visix slope is 0.3357. From this point of view, SOPROLIFE daylight and SOPROLIFE blue fluorescence allow for the best discrimination followed by DIAGNOdent and Spectra Caries Detection Aid. Using SOPROLIFE a judgment call for classification of a lesion into sound, precavitated or cavitated, even with sublevels per class, is easier to make than with the other tools.

With respect to the overall ability of the different applied caries assessment tools to discriminate between healthy and diseased the AROC achieved similar high values for each tool. The best AROC values were accomplished when ICDAS code 0 and precavitated lesions (codes 1 and 2) were grouped together as “healthy” and all other codes were gathered as “caries” representing in a traditional way cavitated lesions. No other grouping of codes resulted in higher AROC values; no higher overall ability to discriminate between carious and noncarious could be achieved.

When sensitivity and specificity were calculated, the grouping of no lesion/healthy and precavitated lesions together appeared again to be the best cutoff point for each detection method to determine sensitivity and specificity of each method. Selecting this cutoff point DIAGNOdent achieved a sensitivity of 87% with a specificity of 66%. At the same cutoff point, SOPROLIFE in daylight mode showed with 93% a slightly higher sensitivity and a slightly lower specificity (63%). In the blue fluorescence mode the sensitivity of the tool was slightly higher, up to 95%, but the specificity drops to 55%. The Spectra Visix achieved a similar high-sensitivity value at this cutoff (92%), but the specificity was extremely low at 37%. Only for the DIAGNOdent tool, a wide range of reports is available, but the sensitivity values range widely from 19% to 100%. The specificity values exhibit a similar pattern, ranging from 52% to 100%. In comparison with visual assessments Bader et al. (2004) state in a systematic review that the DIAGNOdent exhibits a sensitivity value that was always higher and a specificity value that was always lower.

The DIAGNOdent and DIAGNOdent pen have been compared with the Spectra Caries Detection Aid in vitro, and the in vitro sensitivity and specificity of the tool against the gold standard histology has also been evaluated. Sensitivity was reported between 57% and 94%, while specificity was calculated between 50% and 78%, depending on chosen diagnostic threshold/cutoff points and selected data sets. In another in vitro study when using the cutoff points recommended by the manufacturer, sensitivity values showed a high variance ranging from 0.04 to 0.86, and specificity values were between 0.32 and 0.99.

DIAGNOdent scores were relatively high on precavitated lesions. Contrary to DIAGNOdent and Spectra Caries Detection Aid with the SOPROLIFE system, the lesion and its real

### Table 4
Average values for DIAGNOdent, SOPROLIFE, and Spectra Caries Detection Aid at different ICDAS scores and grouping of ICDAS 0, 1, and 2 together.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ICDAS score</th>
<th>DIAGNOdent (mean ± SD)</th>
<th>SOPROLIFE daylight (mean ± SD)</th>
<th>SOPROLIFE blue (mean ± SD)</th>
<th>Spectra Caries Detection Aid (mean ± SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>5.7 ± 4.3</td>
<td>0.47 ± 0.60</td>
<td>0.35 ± 0.53</td>
<td>0.70 ± 0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>13.3 ± 11.8</td>
<td>1.43 ± 1.08</td>
<td>1.46 ± 1.22</td>
<td>1.26 ± 0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>22 ± 17.5</td>
<td>2.07 ± 1.24</td>
<td>2.03 ± 1.36</td>
<td>1.60 ± 0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>40.6 ± 24.6</td>
<td>3.48 ± 1.29</td>
<td>3.59 ± 1.14</td>
<td>1.95 ± 0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grouping 0–1–2</td>
<td>15.5 ± 14.6</td>
<td>1.54 ± 1.20</td>
<td>1.52 ± 1.32</td>
<td>1.31 ± 0.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 5
Sensitivity and specificity at the cutoff value for DIAGNOdent, SOPROLIFE, and Spectra Caries Detection Aid, 95% confidence interval and likelihood ratio.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Cutoff value</th>
<th>Sensitivity %</th>
<th>Specificity %</th>
<th>Likelihood ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DIAGNOdent</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectra Caries Detection Aid</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOPROLIFE daylight</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOPROLIFE blue</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
topography can be seen in a magnified enlarged view. The lesion extension in terms of confinement of the lesion to the fissure, extending from the base of the fissure up the slopes etc., as well as the physical surface topography with roughness and with first enamel loss or even open dentin, can clearly be seen. This helps in scoring a lesion in daylight mode. Adding the blue fluorescence an additional prediction can be made from the “color scheme,” especially intensity and spread of the fluorescence color, which are reflected in the new SOPROLIFE blue fluorescence score. We assume from our observations in this study that the fluorescence signal and expression are most probably triggered and modified by bacteria and bacteria byproducts. The blue light transmits through healthy enamel and evokes a green fluorescence of the dentin core. The green fluorescence light coming back from the dentin core then leads to a red fluorescence from bacteria and bacterial byproducts like porphyrins. The prediction of lesion depth and stage is guided by scoring details like tiny shiny red fluorescence, red dots confined to the fissure, dark red fluorescence confined to the fissure, intense red wider than the fissure confinement possibly including grey areas wider than the fissure, and additional roughness. Both evaluation modes allow the definition of the lesion width as well as an assumption of the histological lesion depth.

The additional observation with the SOPROLIFE camera might also prevent unnecessary operative interventions based on high fluorescence scores due to the better visibility. The fluorescence camera system allows picturing where the fluorescence signal comes from and, especially, what the reason for an unexpected high fluorescence value might be. Due to that “visibility” of the lesion, the interpretation of a higher fluorescence answers is easier. The observation capacity of the SOPROLIFE system should guide the clinician toward a more preventive and minimally invasive treatment strategy with monitoring lesion progression or remineralization over time and not tempt him/her to overtreat a lesion.  

5 Conclusion

All fluorescence tools were able to differentiate between distinct ICDAS II scores. For all tools the AROC depicting the overall capability to discriminate between healthy and diseased achieved similar high values with the SOPROLIFE tool in daylight as well as blue fluorescence mode having the highest values. Furthermore, the linear regression fits for the caries assessment tools in relation to ICDAS II codes revealed that both SOPROLIFE assessment tools with the highest slope values allow for the best caries lesion discrimination followed by DIAGNOdent. Spectra Caries Detection Aid demonstrates a relatively flat curve with low discrimination ability. At a cutoff point grouping healthy teeth and precavitated lesions together, DIAGNOdent shows a sensitivity of 87% and specificity of 66%, followed by SOPROLIFE daylight with sensitivity to specificity 93% to 63%, SOPROLIFE blue fluorescence with 95% to 55%, and Spectra Caries Detection Aid with 92% to 37%. Engaging those fluorescence tools, specifically those with observational capacity should guide clinicians toward a more preventive and minimally invasive treatment strategy and will allow monitoring lesions for success of prevention measures over time.
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